Quick Questions
1. Why might Wolf not be wearing those
clothes now?

Wanted!

								


8

Have you seen this dangerous criminal? Known as

16

‘Wolf’, this sneaky creature gobbles up old ladies

24

and dresses up in their pink, flowery nightgowns.

32

Last seen at Grandma’s lovely cottage in the

41

woods, Wolf hid in her bed beneath the covers.

50

He wore a white bonnet and small, round glasses

62

at the end of his nose but he may not be wearing

71

them now. Watch out for his sharp, pointed teeth

81

and thick, grey fur. He is roughly two metres tall.

91

If you see Wolf, do not approach him; phone the



94

police straight away.




2. Which word does the author use which
means the same as ‘eats’?

3. Where did Wolf hide?

4. Where might Wolf have gone?

Answers
1. Why might Wolf not be wearing those
clothes now?

Wanted!
8

Have you seen this dangerous criminal? Known as

16

‘Wolf’, this sneaky creature gobbles up old ladies

24

and dresses up in their pink, flowery nightgowns.

32

Last seen at Grandma’s lovely cottage in the

41

woods, Wolf hid in her bed beneath the covers.

50

He wore a white bonnet and small, round glasses

62

at the end of his nose but he may not be wearing

71

them now. Watch out for his sharp, pointed teeth

81

and thick, grey fur. He is roughly two metres tall.

91

If you see Wolf, do not approach him; phone the

94

police straight away.

Accept any sensible inference that
is linked to the text, e.g. I think that
he might have got changed so that
people did not recognise him.
2. Which word does the author use which
means the same as ‘eats’?
gobbles
3. Where did Wolf hide?
(under the covers) in Grandma’s bed
4. Where might Wolf have gone?
Accept any sensible prediction linked to
the text, e.g. I think that Wolf might have
gone back home or hidden in the woods.

